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Dear friends of the Mediterranean Sighthounds! 
 
Welcome to the Mediterranean News, the source for information about the prick eared sighthounds. In 
this issue the focus is on marketing your own kennel. Among other things, there is an interesting offer 
for advertisements in the Sighthound Journal for the annual winner show 2024 and the Sighthound 
Festival in Donaueschingen! You can find a quick guide to enter your dogs via OnlineDogShows at the 
end of this issue. First, a few important news on Mediterranean topics. 
 
 
 

UPDATE: Mediterranean Grand Prix 

 
In the last edition the conditions for awarding points for the Mediterranean Grand Prix were published. 
It subsequently turned out that participants from abroad are not allowed to compete at the German 
Coursing Sieger and therefore a double award of points there is not fair. Instead, participants from 
abroad will be awarded double points at the event in Hünstetten. 
 

Type Date Locationt Event (double points) 

Coursing 14./15.09.2024 
 
28./29.09.2024 

Grab 
 
Hünstetten 

Deutscher Coursing Sieger 
(only for participants from Germany) 
CW Frankfurt 
(only for foreign participants) 

 
 

Table of contents “Mediterranean News“ 

 
Looking for old posts in Mediterranean News? There is now a PDF document with the table of contents 
of all articles from all Mediterranean News. This eliminates the need to search through all the news and 
you can directly open the correct issue. The table of contents is available in the Mediterranean News 
downloads. 
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WORLD DOG SHOW 2024 - Results 

 
The WORLD DOG SHOW took place in Zagreb from 
April 25th to 28th. A few participants from Germany 
also competed there. 
 
The results are available at the following link. 

 

 
 
FCI 5   (Saturday) https://www.onlinedogshows.eu/de/ShowResults/FciGroup/3087?groupId=5 

FCI 10 (Thursday) https://www.onlinedogshows.eu/de/ShowResults/FciGroup/3087?groupId=10 

 

 

Applications from the Mediterranean breeds 
at the AGM 2024 of the DWZRV 
 
The annual general meeting of the DWZRV took place from March 17th to 18th in Espenau. Three 
applications from the Mediterranean Meeting were also voted on there. The proposals concerning the 
Podengo Português were approved unanimously. In the case of the application concerning the Podenco 
Ibicenco, an adjustment had become necessary for animal welfare reasons. This motion was also 
approved with a large majority. 
 
 

Sighthound Congress / Breed Meeting of the Mediterranean Breeds 

 
Some people have already noticed that a sighthound congress was planned for the end of 2024 / 
beginning of 2025. As part of this sighthound congress, the idea was to hold breed meetings there. 
Depending on the daily schedule, it would also have been an option for the Mediterranean breeds. Now 
that the sighthound congress is not taking place, the idea of combining a breed meeting with the 
congress is off the table. 
The participants of the last Mediterranean Meeting wanted an annual rhythm in face-to-face form. 
Therefore, I ask everyone who is interested to send me suggestions for the location and date requests. 
 
  

https://www.onlinedogshows.eu/de/ShowResults/FciGroup/3087?groupId=5
https://www.onlinedogshows.eu/de/ShowResults/FciGroup/3087?groupId=10
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Advertisements in the Journal for the annual winner show 2024 

 
The popular Sighthound Journal will be published at the 
Sighthound Festival in Donaueschingen, which is also our annual 
winner show in 2024. In addition to articles and the catalog, 
advertisements can also be placed there. 
 
There are special conditions on advertisements for exhibitors and 
breeders. The design of the ad is included in the price! 
 
With this journal you have a reach far beyond the borders of 
Germany, because many participants come from all over Europe. 
 
Present your successful Mediterranean dogs or your kennel! 
 
This is a good opportunity, especially for breeders, to draw 
attention to their kennel, litters and litter plans. 
 

 
 

Sighthound Festival JOURNAL – Price list (special conditions for exhibitors & breeders) 
High-quality produced journal with a circulation of more than 1,000 copies. 

 

Size Format Colour  Layout Price * 

full page DIN A4 full colour inclusive 140 EUR 

half page DIN A5 (landscape) full colour inclusive 80 EUR 
* All prices stated are plus 19% VAT. 

 

10% discount when submitting finished advertisements. 

Print specifications for submitting finished advertisements (print PDF) 

• Exact format: full page = DIN A4 [portrait format] or half page = DIN A5 [landscape format] 

• Minimum distance to the side edge: 4mm 

• Bleed marks (3 mm) must be set for frameless display printing. 

 

Deadline to order a full layout or to send in your ready template: 15th July 2024 

Contact for inquiries and sending in your print template: Angelika Heydrich ( email: uw@dwzrv.com ) 

  

mailto:uw@dwzrv.com
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Breeder advertisements on the DWZRV website and the 
sighthound magazine “Unsere Windhunde” (UW) 

 
There are many ways to advertise your kennel to get 
attention. There were once breeder lists in club magazines, 
and at the beginning of this millennium the option of having 
your own website was added. To this day, many people still 
cannot manage to create and maintain a website without 
outside help. The situation is different on the numerous 
social media platforms that are widespread today. With 
your cell phone, photos can be created in no time and, 
along with a few words, online just a few seconds later. 
 
Not everyone can access all this data. Especially if the posts 
are only available to friends or a specific group of interested 
parties. In addition, the information can be spread over 
many entries and is usually very brief. This leaves those 
seeking information primarily to use it from search engines 
that primarily crawl websites. And so, the circle closes and 
the interested party ends up on a website.  

 
Abb. Züchterliste in „Unsere Windhunde“ 

The websites do not claim to replace social media, but they can be used as a supplement. 
 
This is where the Sighthound Association website comes into play - as the first point of contact for 
information on all sighthound breeds. For breeders in the DWZRV, there are additional opportunities 
to advertise your kennel with little effort. Interestingly, these are rarely used. Therefore, they will be 
presented here. 

 
 

Hint: 
An entry in the breeder list in the magazine “Unsere Windhunde” (UW) and on the DWZRV website is 
subject to a fee (depending on the number of lines). The price list can be viewed in the current UW. 
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Breeder list (magazine „Unsere Windhunde“ (UW) and DWZRV Website) 
The first, easiest and fastest way is the standard entry in the breeder list. The layout and mandatory 
information are specified. The ad can be booked through the office. The breeder list is divided into 
sighthound breeds. The entry appears both in the magazine “Unsere Windhunde” and on the 
association website ( https://www.windhundverband.de ). 
 
Brief presentation of the kennel on the association website 
An option that many breeders do not use is a brief introduction to their own kennel. The breeder list 
entry on the website has a link to the detailed view. Here the breeder can introduce his kennel in a few 
words and photos. All you need to do is send a short email to the editors of the association website 
(mail: uw@dwzrv.com ). 
For me it is incomprehensible why this offer is hardly used. For those interested, it is a first look at the 
kennel and therefore the ideal opportunity to get them excited about their own breeding. The breeder's 
mating and litter reports are also published on this page. 
 
Overview map of breeders (Google Maps) 
An overview map “Breeders” is also integrated on the DWZRV website. After entering the location, 
selecting a radius around this location and the breed, all breeders are displayed on a Google Maps map. 
By clicking on an entry, the interested party will be taken to a brief introduction to the kennel. An 
interesting function to find all breeders for a breed in your own area. This option is freely available to 
everyone if they have booked an entry on the breeder list. 
 

 
Breeder list on the association website 

 
Brief presentation of the kennel 

 
Overview map „breeders“ 

  

https://www.windhundverband.de/
mailto:uw@dwzrv.com
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List of stud dogs on the DWZRV website 
After selecting the breed, you will find the “Deckrüdenliste (Stud dog list)” submenu. The list of 
approved male dogs is available for download there. It is updated annually. If your male dog was 
approved after this list was published and should appear there, then write to me and I will take care of it 
(for Mediterranean breeds). The same also applies if a male dog is to be removed from this list. 
Regardless of this list, it is possible to present the approved male dog on the website with a photo. The 
contact person here is again the respective breeding committee member. 
 
Please submit the following information: 

❑ Name of male dog 
❑ Date of birth 
❑ Name & address of the owner 

❑ Father and mother of the male dog 
❑ Body size 
❑ Owner’s email (and website) 

 
❑ Titles won 
❑ Phone / mobil 

 
 

 
Stud dog list (download) 

 
Brief presentation of stud dogs (website) 
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Advertisement in the magazine „Unsere Windhunde“ (UW) 
Another way to advertise your own kennel or litters is to place an advertisement in the magazine 
“Unsere Windhunde”. Admittedly, there is a fee for this, but sometimes there are special conditions - 
for example at Christmas. 
 
At certain events, successful sighthounds can submit a photo, which will be published free of charge in 
“Unsere Windhunde”. This is another way to draw attention to your own breeding facility. 
 
CONCLUSION 
There are certainly other ways in which the DWZRV could support its own breeders in presenting the 
kennels. Left completely alone by the DWZRV, as is so often said, is not true on closer inspection. In its 
current form, the DWZRV offers a base on which every breeder can build their individual strategy. It's up 
to you to use this. 
 
 

OnlineDogShows – How do I enter my dogs for the show? 

 
This year, the first DWZRV dog shows will be held as a pilot project via OnlineDogShows. This also 
includes the annual winners show 2024 for the Mediterranean breeds in Donaueschingen. 
 
For those who often take part in shows abroad, this is a well-known registration platform, for others it is 
completely new territory. There are a few differences compared to the DWZRV registration portal. This 
quick guide is primarily aimed at those who have not yet had any contact with OnlineDogShows. 
 

Hint: Familiarize yourself with the new platform in advance. Is the entry deadline still a long way off? 
That’s great. Because many people enter shortly before the entry deadline and then things can get 
hectic when all the data and documents still must be searched for. 
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Entering dogs takes place in 3 steps: 
 

1. One-time user registration at OnlineDogShows. 
2. Recording the dogs and their data. 
3. Enter for the show. 

 
For further entries, only the 3rd step is usually necessary. Steps 1 and 2 can be done independently and 
well in advance of the registration to a dog show. The advantage of this is that there is enough time to 
prepare all data and documents and record them on the platform. Ultimately, the first two steps are the 
same, which everyone took on the DWZRV registration platform years ago. 
 
The main differences to the old platform are: 
 

• The OnlineDogShows portal is increasingly being used for entering at DWZRV shows (currently 
pilot phase), at VDH shows (mainly in Dortmund) and international shows. Thanks to the uniform 
registration platform, user and dog data only must be recorded once in a central location and 
can be used for many events. This is not possible with the current DWZRV registration portal. 

 

• The ratings are immediately visible to everyone worldwide in OnlineDogShows. In the past, 
exhibitors always had to look at the clipboard and hope that the results would be entered there. 
Those who were not on site only got the results via detours and usually only after days. 
In this context, it should be mentioned that the judge's report (only for the owner) can be 
accessed after logging into OnlineDogShows. There is no longer any waiting time for these to be 
printed or emailed. 

 

• Another important difference is that when the dogs are entered, the entry fee must be paid 
immediately. Various payment options are available for this. For those who have entered at VDH 
or international shows in the past, this is nothing new. 

 

• In the event of changes to the class or cancellation of the entry (even before the entry deadline), 
cancellation fees are usually due. Further information can be found in the terms and conditions. 
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Step 1: One-time user registration at OnlineDogShows 
 
First of all, a user account must be created. Normally this should be the owner of the dogs. 
 

 
After accessing the website https://www.onlinedogshows.eu , the language (1) can be set. By clicking on 
<Register> (2) the input mask for a new user account opens. 
 

 
 
Selecting an additional language (e.g. “English”) is important if documents cannot be created in the 
language first selected. After clicking <Register> you will receive an email in which your registration 
must be confirmed. 
  

https://www.onlinedogshows.eu/
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Step 2: Recording the dogs and their data 
 
After the user account has been successfully created, the dog data needs to be recorded. To do this, 
select <My Dogs> from the menu on the right. All dogs that have already been created will then be 
displayed. By clicking on <Add dog> a new input mask will be opened. 
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Now all relevant data can be entered. The pedigree must also be uploaded. By clicking on <Datei 
auswählen> the document (pedigree) can be selected. If the upload is successful, the file name will be 
displayed next to it. 
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When entering the Date of birth ( DD/MM/YYYY ), pay attention to the correct spelling - especially the 
slash "/" must be used instead of a point. 
If there is a champion certificate (or confirmation) for the dog, we recommend uploading this too. This is 
the only way the dog can be entered for the champion class. 
 
Note: The button (2) for uploading the documents will only appear, after the champion certificate (1) is 
ticked. The same applies to the work certificate for entering in the working class. 
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As soon as the data has been saved, the “My Dogs” screen appears again. 
 

IMPORTANT: Currently the previously entered data is being saved incorrectly. In order to correct this 
data, the relevant dog must be selected and the information corrected. 
In the “second attempt” the data is then saved correctly. 
Specifically, the point is that all words or names begin with a capital letter. It may not seem so 
important when it regards to dog names, but it is wrong when it regards owner or breeder names. 
Once a dog has been entered for a show, some information cannot be changed (even in the future). 
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Step 3: Enter for the show 
 
The last step is to enter for the show. After a successful LOGIN in the OnlineDogShows portal, the 
available shows after the upcoming entry deadline will be displayed under the menu item <All Shows>. 
 

 
 
By entering “donau” in the search 
field, the Sighthound Festival will 
be suggested for selection. 
After clicking on the show, the 
event page opens. 
 
Use the <Enter for this show> 
button to go to “Registration”. 
 
The dogs that have already been 
entered are listed there and those 
that can still be entered are listed 
at the bottom. 
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Depending on which dog you want to enter, click on 
the  symbol in front of the dog's name. 
 
If this dog is entered for an event for the first time 
via OnlineDogShows, an overview of the saved data 
appears. Please check the information because after 
the first entry to an event, some fields can no longer 
be corrected. 
 
Dogs that have already been entered at another 
event go directly to the class selection. Only those 
classes that are permitted based on the dog data 
are displayed. 
 
The selection is made by clicking on the respective 
button. At this event, classes can be chosen for 2 
days of the show. It is even possible to choose 
different classes. 
 
For classes that require proof of a certificate, an 
additional input window opens. The certificates (1) 
must then be uploaded there before registration (2) 
can be continued. 
 
Hint: Upload certificates once to the dog data. This 
will then no longer be asked for. 
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After the first dog has been entered for the event, 
additional dogs can be entered for the event in 
the same way. 
 
For further messages, the input mask may offer 
additional options - for example the couple class. 
 
An already entered dog can be linked to the 
couple class in a “drop-down menu” (assuming 
different genders). 

 
 
All entered dogs are listed in an overview on the registration form and can be checked (day of the show, 
name of the dog, class, additional options (e.g. couple class) and fees). Dogs and options can now be 
deleted using the X symbol. 
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Registration for the dog show on this portal is only completed once the entry fees have been paid. By 
clicking on <Next> or <Previous> you can switch between the individual input masks. Additional parking 
tickets (e.g. mobile homes) can be booked under “Options”. The other input masks “Contact” and 
“Payment” are self-explanatory. 
 

 
 

 
 

Best regards 
 
Martin von Falkenhayn 
 
Member of the breeding commission for the breeds: Cirneco dell’Etna, Kritikos Lagonikos, 
Pharaoh Hound, Podenco Andaluz, Podenco Canario, Podenco Ibicenco and Podengo Português 
 
Copyright Photos Podengo Português Banner:  © Sabine Bäck 

World Dog Show LOGO:   © Croatian Kennel Club 
Screenshots:     © Martin von Falkenhayn 


